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place can be deadly,” says Anthony
Moore, CEO of AI startup
VividCortex, which counts Condé Nast
parent company Advance Publications
and a slew of Fortune 500 companies
among its clients. “What if second
place is an accident? What if it’s a
brand decision?” Moore knows from
experience. The founder and former co-
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CEO of the media firm Revolution was
second-best at the “Pulitzeries” last
year when his firm, which also
acquired the art site Art.sy, was beaten
by BuzzFeed for the first-place prize in
digital news and entertainment.
Revolution later filed for bankruptcy,
resulting in a $152 million payment to
BuzzFeed. Last year, when Advance
launched its Flipboard-esque digital
news aggregator TimesLean, it was
positioned in second place. But the app
failed to make the cut as the winner of
the 2016 Digital News Innovation
Awards. “They’re just used to being
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second, and when they get there, there
are doubts,” says Moore, who has 20
years of media experience. “People
who have been doing this a long time
know that if you’re not first, you’re in
trouble. The client base grows very
quickly if you have that recognition.”
This week, times are good. Advance is
in the thick of a retail boom in which
it’s the No. 2 advertiser behind
Facebook, according to comScore. The
company also ranked second in digital
ad spending in the first quarter of 2016.
It ranked No. 4 in total digital ad
spending last year. Moore says he’s
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optimistic. “It’s funny that after 12
years in this business, I still feel like
I’m on the right track,” he says. “We’ve
been doing very well.” But Advance is
also in a curious spot in which its
market dominance — it holds the No. 1
and No. 2 positions in digital news and
entertainment, respectively, in the U.S.
— puts it in a precarious position. It
has to make sure it’s one or the other,
Moore says. If it’s both, it might be
cannibalizing its own business. “It�
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